Kris:
The bridge crew of the U.S.S. Ganymede are venturing in the caves of planetoid Delta 457 for Away Team special training.

Kris:
Unforseen seismic disturbances have caused a rock fall, resulting in their being trapped in a cave system beneath the planetoid's surface.

Kris:
The cave system consists of several large rooms connected by small, cramped crawlways and narrow passageways, as is often the case in lime-solution caves such as these.

Kris:
The overlying rock substrate on the planetoid's surface is a dense peritonium layer, making communications with the Ganymede impossible, as they are forced to venture deeper into the cave system.

Kris:
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  I've attemted contact with the ship but the rock is preventing all communications

CMO_Wells:
all: everyone alright?

Eng_Tal:
Wells: I'm fine.

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Then we have to find another way out.

Sci_Palad:
Wells: I am undamaged

Kris:
ACTION: THE NARROW CAVE CORRIDOR IS FILLED WITH DUST AND ROCK DEBRIS.

Eng_Tal:
::coughing::

XO-Louis:
:: Coughing :: Captain: Another fine mess.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Agreed...

CMO_Wells:
ops: I also agree with the capt.

CO_Olbrun:
::she winces:: Louis: Indeed.

CO_Olbrun:
Sky: What's the best way out, in your expert opinion?

Eng_Tal:
::scanning tunnels that lead in a upward direction::

XO-Louis:
:: Touches forehead and notices blood on fingers :: Well, I'm bleeding... but it feels like a minor cut.

Sci_Palad:
::scanning for environmental toxins::

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: Louis is injured...treat him, please.

Sci_Palad:
Captain: we should proceed down the cavern incase the mouth is unstable

CO_Olbrun:
Sky: Understood. As soon as Louis has been treated, we move. You take point.

Eng_Tal:
::scanning for corridors leading upward::

CMO_Wells:
:: goes over to louis, with tricorder::

Sci_Palad:
Captain: acknowledged, ::moves to point, and begins mapping::

XO-Louis:
:: Feeling dizzy... passes out ::

Eng_Tal:
CO: I will try to scan for a corridors that leads upward.

Sci_Palad:
::checking sensor maps::

CO_Olbrun:
::she exhales sharply:: Tal: Please do.

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: Can you do anything for him?

CMO_Wells:
xo: Louis.. talk to me.... :: scanns and finds  a minor cussioin and lasterations::

XO-Louis:
:: Groans slightly ::

Eng_Tal:
CO: No corridors lead upward. :: looks disappointed::

Sci_Palad:
::scanning for animal life::

CMO_Wells:
Co:  he has a minor cucussion, and som laserations . I can treat the laserations but I need him in SB to thoughly treat the concussion

OPS_Rhian:
CMO:  If he is stable enought to be moved I will carry him.

CMO_Wells:
Xo: Louis .. can you hear me?  :: apyls a regenerator to the lareation on his head::

CO_Olbrun:
::she starts moving down the corridor, trying to get some readings on a way out:: Wells: Then we need to improvise until we get out of here.

Sci_Palad:
Captain: at present the only passages lead further into the cave and not upwards, there is no evidemce of air toxins

XO-Louis:
:: Opens eyes but gaze is glassy and no answer is heard ::

CMO_Wells:
CO: the pack frames we can carry him on the pack frames

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: Then put it together, Doctor, on the double.

OPS_Rhian:
::begins breaking down pack::

OPS_Rhian:
::offers it to DOC::

Sci_Palad:
::puts on infra red glasses::

CO_Olbrun:
::she keeps her pack intact so she can carry supplies for the rest of the team::

Kris:
ACTION: A FEW BAT-LIKE THINGS ON THE CORRIDOR CEILING FLY FARTHER DOWN THE CORRIDOR.

CMO_Wells:
ops: thx... I need some one elses and quick i don't want another shock to hit

Sci_Palad:
::scan the bats::

OPS_Rhian:
COM:  we can use XO's

CMO_Wells:
:: unslings  Louis's pack and hooks them together::   opps: help me carfully lift him on to it would you?

Eng_Tal:
SCI: Bats have to eat. May we should follow the bat. It might lead us to the outside.

XO-Louis:
:: Eyes close and head drops ::

OPS_Rhian:
::assists doc::

CMO_Wells:
ops: on 3 ......1......2...3.... :: lifts::

Sci_Palad:
Captain: the bats appear to have a highly elastic bone structure, perhaps there are rubber type materials nearby

Eng_Tal:
SCI: The bat could be our way out.

OPS_Rhian:
::lifts::

CMO_Wells:
:: carefully shakes Louis::    Louis...  you ok.....

XO-Louis:
:: Eyes open... but no response ::

Sci_Palad:
Eng: good idea, I will track an individual bat

CMO_Wells:
:: checks his pupils, and notices he is posturing::   Co:   Captain we have to get him out of here and fast......

Kris:
ACTION: ANOTHER SEISMIC RUMBLE DISTURBS THE BATS AND SENDS THEM FLYING DOWN THE CORRIDOR.

Kris:
ACTION: DUST IS STIRRED UP IN THE CORRIDOR.

CMO_Wells:
:; covers the XO so he isn't hurt more::

CO_Olbrun:
Wells:; Yes, Doctor, I know. ::coughing::

Eng_Tal:
::coughing::

Sci_Palad:
Captain: I could modify the tricorder to emit sounds of a bat predator and see if the bats flee to the surface

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Time is of the essence and there appears only one direction to go

CO_Olbrun:
Team: If he's stable, we need to move.

CO_Olbrun:
Sky: Lead on, sir.

Eng_Tal:
SCI: Not a bad idea.

Sci_Palad:
::adjusts tricorder to emit sounds of a bat predator and tracks the bats::

Eng_Tal:
::following::

CMO_Wells:
:: digs through her pack, pulls out  hypo of shock treatment, and aminerster it to Louis:;

CO_Olbrun:
::she follows, hefting her pack on her shoulder::

Kris:
ACTION: THE BATS SWARM OVER THE SCIENCE OFFICER AND BEAT HIM WITH THEIR WINGS.

CMO_Wells:
CO: he's stable for now we better go...

Sci_Palad:
::ack, turns it off::

Kris:
ACTION: THE BATS RETURN TO THEIR ROOSTS.

Eng_Tal:
::setting tricorder for loud sound::

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: We have already begun our way out.

Sci_Palad:
::no good furballs::

Sci_Palad:
::adjusts tricorder to emits sonic shreak to jam bats sonar and sees if they flee::

CMO_Wells:
all: I need someone to carry him while I monitre his vivatl signs

Eng_Tal:
Wells: I will help.

Kris:
ACTION: THE BATS RUSTLE AROUND, BUT REMAIN STEADFAST TO THEIR ROOSTS.

CMO_Wells:
Tal; Thx... any one else?

OPS_Rhian:
CMO:  I'm still holding

Eng_Tal:
::start to help the doctor::

Sci_Palad:
::turns off, looks for water and increases scanning range::

CMO_Wells:
mumbles:ops:  good     Capt: when ever your ready we can go.

Eng_Tal:
OPS: You want to help us, Rhian

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: We have been moving, Doctor.

XO-Louis:
:: Tries to sit up and falls off the bags ::

Sci_Palad:
::scans the corridors and measures depth of cave to surface::

OPS_Rhian:
::quickly tries to get XO back on gurney: CMO: We will have to restrain him

Eng_Tal:
::begins matching Rhian's steps::

CMO_Wells:
:: catches Louis before he goes far::   Louis: your alright... your safe rest ... :: trys to lay him back down::

Sci_Palad:
::scanning air for toxins, mapping and moving on::

XO-Louis:
:: Lays back and closes eyes ::

CMO_Wells:
:: tears the sleeves off her jumpsuit and starps Louis so he won't fall off, scanns his vitals again::

Sci_Palad:
Captain: the deeper we go the less concentration of oxygen it may become dangerous for the XO at some point

Kris:
ACTION: THE BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IS FALLING.

CMO_Wells:
thinks: he's stable.....for now

Eng_Tal:
::as the air get thin, I start to should signs of fatigue::

CO_Olbrun:
::she excuses Tal, and takes the other end of the gurney::

Eng_Tal:
CO: Aye Captain.

Sci_Palad:
::scanning ahead::

CO_Olbrun:
Sky: Anything?

Kris:
ACTION: ANOTHER SEISMIC RUMBLE IS FOLLOWED BY DENSE CLOUDS OF DUST FALLING FROM THE CEILING.

CMO_Wells:
:: walks beside the capt:: <w> Capt: he will be alright.....

XO-Louis:
:: Opens eyes and sees the Captain but does not acknowledge recognizing her ::

Sci_Palad:
::steps back::

CO_Olbrun:
::she stops, trying to breathe:: Wells: I don't doubt you, Doctor.

Eng_Tal:
:: begins to cough::

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks down at him, and her worry starts anew::

Kris:
ACTION: THE DUST CLEARS RAPIDLY AND A SLIGHT BREEZE IS FELT.

Sci_Palad:
::trying to detect source of wind::

OPS_Rhian:
CMO:  Dr., do you have anything to counteract the reduction in O2?

CO_Olbrun:
::she perks up:: Sky: Is that wind?

CMO_Wells:
ops:  yes but it won't last long.....

Eng_Tal:
::wipes the sweat from my face::

OPS_Rhian:
CMO:  I'm fine, just concerned about the signs of fatigue on others

Sci_Palad:
Captain: apparently, coming from down the corridor ::monitoring  N content::

Eng_Tal:
CO: Captain I'm feelin a little better. I can take over.

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods, taking her pack again and letting him take the end of the gurney::

Sci_Palad:
Captain: the air does have some pollen content it is a strong possibility the air is from the surface

XO-Louis:
:: Closes eyes and drifts off ::

Sci_Palad:
::mapping progress and listening::

CO_Olbrun:
Sky: Then I suggest we continue on- we need to get out of here.

Kris:
ACTION: A RUMBLE IS HEARD AGAIN...BUT IT DOES NOT SUBSIDE.

Sci_Palad:
Captain: agreed time is of the essence

Eng_Tal:
::hold onto the gurney more firmly::

CMO_Wells:
:: runs scann on Louis again,  lips in a line::

Kris:
ACTION: THE RUMBLE BUILDS.

XO-Louis:
:: Begins mumbling incoherintly ::

Sci_Palad:
All: prepare for a possible quake...

CO_Olbrun:
Team: Find cover.

Kris:
ACTION: THE RUMBLE CONTINUES.

Eng_Tal:
::looking for cover::

Sci_Palad:
all: I suggest hugging a wall

Kris:
ACTION: THE RUMBLE ABRUPTLY SUBSIDES.

Kris:
ACTION:  A VOICE IS HEARD FARTHER DOWN THE CORRIDOR.

CO_Olbrun:
::she stands her ground and is able to stay on her feet::

Eng_Tal:
::trys the communicator with no success::

OPS_Rhian:
ALL:  What is that voice?

Kris:
<Hei Yu>  Hey you guys....anyone hear me down there?

CMO_Wells:
:: thinks :: he's out cold this is not good, and this  quakes are not helping matters

CO_Olbrun:
Hei Yu: Yes, Lieutenant- we can hear you!

Kris:
<Hei Yu>  Captain:  Hang on, we'll have you out in a moment...we're going to make the hole bigger.  Stand back.

Sci_Palad:
::measuring distance to Mr. Yu

CO_Olbrun:
Hei Yu: Be careful with your phasers- you may trigger another quake.

CMO_Wells:
*HeiYu*:  we need an emergency transport to SB

Sci_Palad:
Captain: the cave is unstable that is inadvisable

Kris:
<Hei Yu>  Aye Captain, we'll get you out safely.  We have medical standing by.

Kris:
<Hei Yu>  ::nervously hoping the search and rescue team doesn't blow it::

Sci_Palad:
:;surveying the immediate area::

CO_Olbrun:
Hei Yu: Acknowledged.

Kris:
ACTION:  THE GANYMEDE'S CRACK SEARCH AND RESCUE TEAM REMOVES EARTH AND ROCK DEFTLY TO CREATE A LARGE ENOUGH HOLE FOR PERSONNEL EXTRACTION.

CMO_Wells:
:; adminerster anothe anit shot in hopes of keeping Louis stable a little longer::

Sci_Palad:
Captain: I request to be last and be sure the rest are evac safely

Kris:
<Hei Yu>  ::clambering down hole into cave::

Kris:
ACTION:  A DUSTY AND WORRIED-LOOKING MR. YU APPROACHES THE CAPTAIN.

XO-Louis:
:: Slipping into deep sleep ::

Kris:
<Hei Yu> Sir, we're ready to evacuate the Team.

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods:: Do it- and get Mr. Louis to Sickbay as soon as possible.

Kris:
<Hei Yu>  Aye sir.  ::motioning to the medical team to take the gurney::

Eng_Tal I will never do this again.

OPS_Rhian:
::passes gurney to med team::

Sci_Palad:
::wiping green blood from arms::

CMO_Wells:
*mede*:  2 to beam to SB  :: covers Louis::

Eng_Tal:
:: passes gurney::

Sci_Palad:
::waits and clears the exacuation zone::

Sci_Palad:
evacuation err

CO_Olbrun:
::she moves out and waits for transport::

CMO_Wells:
*mede*:  beam Med team directly to SB and have nerlogical team waiting on arrivele  , incialize.

CMO_Wells (Sound - Transporter.wav):

Sci_Palad:
Captain: after you

Eng_Tal (Sound - TRNSPRTR.wav):

CO_Olbrun:
::she taps her commbadge:: Mai Ai: Energise.

Kris:
<Mai Ai>  ::energizing::

CMO_Wells:
:: so as arives in SB Luois is set imedity in to bio triage and his care begun::

Kris:
ACTION: THE REMAINING CREW SAFELY BEAM ABOARD THE GANYMEDE.

CO_Olbrun:
::shimmers onto the ship, and heads for her quarters for a quick change, then onto the bridge::

OPS_Rhian qick shower and shave

Sci_Palad:
::brushes off uniform, fixes hair::

CMO_Wells:
:: applies a nero regerator to Louis ::

Eng_Tal:
::Heads into quarters and kisses the floor::

AdmHazbin:
*Ganymede*  Admiral Hazbin here.  Respond please.

Eng_Tal:
::cleans up and changes into the appropiate uniform::

Sci_Palad:
::takes his pointy ears and heads to the bridge::

XO-Louis:
:: Eyes open and are still glassy ::

AdmHazbin:
@*Ganymede*  Respond please. 

CO_Olbrun:
::she takes her seat, looking utterly composed::

OPS_Rhian:
::returns ADM's hail:  CAPT:  ADM Hazbin's ship is hailing us

CMO_Wells:
:: the regeration is complete , but applys a sedative so his body can heal::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Open a channel.

CO_Olbrun:
*Hazbin* What can I do for you, Admiral?

OPS_Rhian:
::opens channel:: CAPT:  Channel open

Eng_Tal:
:: heads to the bridge and assume position at the engineering station::

AdmHazbin:
*Olbrun* Captain, I have new mission orders for you.  We've a report of a Federation accident in the  Suwanee star cluster.

CO_Olbrun:
*Hazbin* What kind of an accident?

Sci_Palad:
::cleans up, parts hair , fixes sideburns and enters turbolift::

AdmHazbin:
@*Olbrun*  A Federation special ops team was attacked by Jem'Hadar that shouldn't have been anywhere near that area.  We need the Ganymede to investigate.

CO_Olbrun:
*Hazbin* Are we under any special directives that I need to know about?

Eng_Tal:
::takes a couple of deep breaths and begins monitoring engine status::

Sci_Palad:
::enters bridge::

CMO_Wells:
Luois: can yo hear me.... can you wake up for aa momment ?

AdmHazbin:
@*Olbrun*  No unusual classifications on this one Dara.  Just be careful.  We're not sure what happened.

XO-Louis:
:: Eyes are active and alert, looks the doctor in the face and raises eyebrows ::

CMO_Wells:
Louis: know who I am?

CO_Olbrun:
*Hazbin* Obviously, Admiral. We will be careful. Ganymede out.

AdmHazbin:
@::nodding and sighing::

AdmHazbin:
@::cutting channel::

XO-Louis:
:: Unable to speak the words, nods instead ::

CMO_Wells:
Louis: do you know where you are?

CMO_Wells:
Luois: just nodd....if you can't speak

XO-Louis:
:: Nods to confirm ::

Eng_Tal:
::running diagnostics::

Sci_Palad:
::adjusting long range sensors::

CO_Olbrun:
Sky: You have the bridge- I will be in Sickbay.

Sci_Palad:
CO : acknowledged

CO_Olbrun:
::she heads for the TL, then goes to Sickbay::

CMO_Wells:
:: sighs :: Louis: Good... Get some real rest you'll be alright.

XO-Louis:
:: Unable to force rest, eyes dart wildly looking around sick bay ::

Sci_Palad:
::notifies all stations to report readines status::

Sci_Palad:
readiness

CO_Olbrun:
::she walks into sickbay, and approaches Doctor Wells:: Wells: How is he?

CMO_Wells:
Louis:  calm down .... either calm yourself down or I'll haft to do it for you.... :: plases hand on his chest  to hold him down::

CO_Olbrun:
::she glances down at Louis:: Louis: Robert, you're all right.

XO-Louis:
:: Notices the Captain and begins to settle down ::

OPS_Rhian:
::searching LCARS for info on Suwanee star cluster::

CMO_Wells:
:; hears the captain:: <w> CO: he'll be alright if he can get soem real rest.....

Sci_Palad:
*Bridge to Eng* we'll be going to warp speed

Eng_Tal:
SCI: Enginneering ok.

XO-Louis:
:: Eyes lock on the Captain, looking for something to calm him ::

OPS_Rhian:
ENG:  I'm recieving a report of a generator failure on holodeck2

Eng_Tal:
SCI: Ready when you are sir.

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods to Wells:: Louis: You need to get some rest- you'll feel better afterwards.

Eng_Tal:
OPS: Checking sir.

CMO_Wells:
<w>CO: want him to have a sedative or do you think you can get him to rest?

Sci_Palad:
Ops: all power systems green?

Eng_Tal:
*Engineering Team one* Report to holodeck 2

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: I think I can do it. If you'll excuse us for a moment.

Eng_Tal:
<Ensign Brady> *Tal* Aye sir.

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  Affirmitive

XO-Louis:
:: Keeps eyes on the Captain ::

CMO_Wells:
co: aye aye :: with daws to her cabin to change into a more apropate uniform::

OPS_Rhian:
*sickbay*  I need a med team to report to holodeck2, skiing accident

Sci_Palad:
FCO: project course on main viewer we will await the CO's instructions to engage

Eng_Tal:
<Ensign Brady> ::arrives at holodeck 2 and surveys the problem::

CO_Olbrun:
::she doesn't notice Wells' exit:: Louis: Robert, can you speak at all, or are you still feeling ill?

XO-Louis:
:: Just groans and shakes head ::

CMO_Wells:
:: doesn't make it to the door::  *Ops:   I'm on my way with a med team .... :: sigles for a med teams to follower her to Holodeck 3::

OPS_Rhian:
*sickbay* Understood

Sci_Palad:
FCO: please co-ordinate with Ops and Eng on propulsion status and readiness

CO_Olbrun:
::she brushes a lock of hair off his forehead:; Robert: You need to rest, you know.

Eng_Tal:
<Ensign Brady> *Tal* We have a problem with one of the safety protocol routines

XO-Louis:
:: Eyes drift and begin to close, feeling better now ::

AdmHazbin:
<<<END MISSION>>>
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